Abstract-In this paper, non-fragile characteristics existing in control systems are studied, and the existing sufficient condition for the non-fragile guaranteed cost control rate based on Lyapunov stable theory are derived, which can ensure the close-loop system asymptotically stability for any allowed uncertainties, and that performance index of the close-loop system doesn't exceed some upper bound for a given performance function with quadratic form. And we also proposed the designing method for a novel non-fragile guaranteed cost fuzzy controller design for continuous timedelay fuzzy system based on Takagi-Sugeno bilinear model. In the last part, two simulation examples proved the effectiveness of this novel proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Comparing with traditional control, fuzzy control has two much more advantages. One is that fuzzy control can realize the strategy of human control and experience effectively and simply in a lot of applications. The other one is that it is not necessary to know the precise exact mathematical model of the controlled objects. TakagiSugeno (T-S) fuzzy model is proposed in 1985 by Takagi T. and Sugeno M. [1] , which brings far-researching impact on fuzzy control theory and its application, and makes the stability analysis of fuzzy systems to a new theoretical height.
When designing controller off-line, it is usually considered that the controller can calculate control signals accurately. However, the above condition cannot be always meet in actual system operating process and the controller parameters would be changed by many factors, such as the restraint of computer word length, the inherent deviation in Digital-Analog or Analog-Digital converting, the cutting-off deviation, and the parameters variations of electronic components. Usually the robust controller can work with controlled objects effectively, but doesn't have fine perturbation control effect.
The conventional controllers are sensitive to its uncertainty, in other words, they are very fragile. Therefore, it needs to design non-fragile controllers to solve the uncertainty, which means that when a controller has parameter perturbation, it still could keep the closeloop system stable. Non-fragile controller design has attracted more and more researches in recent years [2] .
Ref. [3] studied a series of non-fragile H  stable problems of the continues linear system, and proposed the design method by utilizing Riccati inequality. [4] designed non-fragile H  filter by Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) [5] method when controllers had additional perturbation. And there are some other papers [6] [7] [8] studied the non-fragile controller design methods for fuzzy system, but most of them are based on T-S linear model, not T-S bilinear model. Combining with the Lyapunov stability theory [9] , robust control theory and H  control theory [10] , using LMI, this paper discussed the stability and stabilization problems of fuzzy systems based on T-S bilinear model in detail.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the system Description. Section III clarifies the novel design of non-fragile guaranteed cost fuzzy controller. Section IV presents simulation examples and Section V concludes.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
As the core of T-S system, the fuzzy rule sets is the most important factor to the precision and generalization of the system, but the number of fuzzy rules is very difficult to determine. The -th i fuzzy rule, i R , for a nonlinear interconnected systems with a time-varying delay in both states and inputs, which are composed of a number of T-S fuzzy bilinear subsystems with interconnections, can be depicted as follows [11] : are known system matrixes. Singleton fuzzification, product inference and center average fuzzification are adopted to deal with the input data, and the total model of fuzzy system can be derived as
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When designing non-fragile controllers according to parallel distribution compensation (PDC) algorithm [12] , the control rate of the -th i subsystem can be described as follows: if 1 
in which, >0  is an unknown scalar; Ft is an unknown time-varying matrixes, whose elements can be Lebesgue measurable [13] , and for any t , (5) under the effect of the control rate (5), the equation of the closed-loop system is
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where S and W are known weighted symmetric positive definite matrix. 
III. NON-FRAGILE GUARANTEED COST FUZZY CONTROLLER

Theorem 1: Considering time-delay of the fuzzy system
Proof: Choose a Lyapunov function that
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Putting free weighted matrixes (6) , and according to Leibniz-Newton equation, it can be derived that
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According to Schur complement theorem, it can be derived from (8) that
It can be concluded that the close-loop system (6) is asymptotically stable.
The quadrature of (18) from 0 to T can be obtained by
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According to Schur complement theorem, (21) and (22) are equal to the following two equations respectively: 
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Put (35) into (34), and according to Lemma A.6 [14, 17] , it can be derived that 
It can be known from (36) that (29) and (30) can be derived by (32) and (33). According to the equivalence between (29), (30) and (21), (22), Theorem 2 is proved completely.
IV. SIMULATION EXAMPLES
Let's consider the following examples to verify above methods and conclusions.
Example 1:
1 R and 1 R are fuzzy bilinear systems, which are depicted as follows:
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V. CONCLUSION
The controller gain perturbations always exist in actual control systems, which may result in instabilities. Therefore, non-fragile characteristics should be considered deeply in the process of system design. A novel non-fragile guaranteed cost fuzzy controller design for continuous time-delay fuzzy system based on TakagiSugeno bilinear model is studied. When the controller has additional perturbation, we derived the existing sufficient condition for the non-fragile guaranteed cost control rate based on Lyapunov stable theory. This condition ensures that for any allowed uncertainties, the close-loop system is asymptotically stable, and for a given performance function with quadratic form, performance index of the close-loop system doesn't exceed some upper bound. And we also proposed the designing method for nonfragile guaranteed cost fuzzy controller.
